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Presentation goals

 to show vulnerabilities in encryption software

 To present some impacts on cybersecurity

 To propose some mitigation actions



Luke 8: 17 – Bible citation

“For there is nothing hidden that will not be 

disclosed, and nothing concealed that will not be 

known or brought out into the open”



Ask about?

 I wonder if the CEO or CIO of company install his/her

own crypto software?

 I wonder who install or configure crypto software?

 Paradigms of Cybersecurity: technology, people,

process and environment.



Is the cryptography algorithm a 

problem? 

 Clear mathematical foundation

 Large consumption of computer time

 Virtually impossible and uneconomical



Where is the problem? 

People, software implementation or process 

and environment



Where is the problem?

 algorithms are implemented in the software 

 Software is a friendly user

 Manager, CEO, CIO are dependent of the technicians

 People are stolen or lose computers



Loss and theft

cost significantly ± US$115,000.



Disk Encryption - Market share
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Bit Defender Total Encryption -

Bitdefender
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How can we achieve to open file?



TrueCrypt
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How does this miracle occur?



CipherShed, VeraCrypt, TCNext, GostCrypt

 Same vulnerabilities exposed in TrueCrypt and 

BitDefender.



BitLocker - Microsoft

The Mandatory creation of a partition 



BitLocker - Microsoft

 Password - 100 characters including all characters of the ASCII 

table – 100^95

 one recovery key 48 digits (0-9) - 10^48

 Some recovery key, independent of changes

100^95 >> 10^48

A final weakness of Bitlocker lies in their implementation



Microsoft – LM Hash

A final weakness of LM hashes lies in their implementation



My advice

 Use TrueCrypt, Bitdefender, CipherShed,

VeraCrypt, TCNext, and GostCrypt carefully.

Do-it-yourself password when you create the

container

 In Bitlocker, the strength of your password is

limited to 48 numerical characters



Conclusions

 software are implemented insecurely

 open , free or paid softwares have a similar

problems

 Information security cannot be based solely on

advertising

 We need to improve our software test



Thank you so much
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